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ClickerDepot.com, Garage Door Remote Site, Launches

New garage door remote ordering site, ClickerDepot.com, launches this week. The site stocks inventory
from Genie, Linear, LiftMaster and more, supplied by electronics wholesaler, Mad Electronics Inc.

Oct. 20, 2009 - PRLog -- Van Nuys, CA -- A partnership between an online marketing company and an
electronics wholesaler has recently launched a new website - ClickerDepot.com. Specializing in garage
door remotes this new site is sure to take off and find its place at the top of the market. Still in its infancy,
the fully functional site is constantly adding new products and changing features to be more interactive and
to create a better user/consumer experience.

With Milestone SEO managing the technical aspect of the site, Clicker Depot has an experienced, focused
and determined team of designers, marketers and researchers working behind the scenes. In the short time
the site has been up, it has gained a significant presence in the market - a credit to the work Milestone has
put in.

Mad Electronics Inc. is the supplier for Clicker Depot. Having built strong relationships with manufacturers
over the years, Mad Electronics now boasts some the lowest prices on everything it sells - the garage door
remote controls at Clicker Depot are no exception. Consumers, and their pocket books, will benefit from
the low prices Clicker Depot offers on all of its products.

As one of the most under-appreciated technologies in the home, it is important to have a quality and secure
store to buy garage door remotes from. The website is set up to make it as easy as possible for you to find
the remote you need. And if, per chance, you still need more assistance, the Clicker Depot staff of
knowledgeable customer service representatives is always ready to help. http://www.clickerdepot.com
carries popular garage door remote brands like Genie, Linear, LiftMaster and more. This site is fully
secured and shopping there is protected by Go Daddy. Clicker Depot is, also, happy to offer its garage door
remotes to property managers, building owners and other bulk buyers.
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